BEAR AWARENESS
WHAT TO DO IF A BEAR IS IN YOUR SCHOOLYARD

➢ If You See A Bear In Or Near Your Schoolyard:
   1. GO INSIDE the school right away
   2. TELL the first adult you can find to call 911

➢ If The Bear Sees You:
   1. DO NOT APPROACH the bear
   2. SLOWLY BACK AWAY toward the school
   3. REMOVE and drop your backpack if it contains food
   4. TELL the first adult you can find to call 911

➢ If The Bear Moves Towards You:
   1. SLOWLY BACK AWAY from toward the school while
      MAKING NOISE
   2. YELL “GO AWAY!” at the bear
   3. DO NOT “play dead” and DO NOT turn and run
   4. GET INSIDE the school as fast as you can without running
   5. TELL the first adult you see to call 911

➢ Bear Prevention:
   1. Keep lunch inside school
   2. Do not leave food, wrappings, or lunch bags in schoolyard. Take
      garbage inside to throw out
   3. Tell a teacher if you find food or garbage left in open bins or in
      schoolyard